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## Part One

**MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY AND ATMOSPHERIC RADIATIVE PROCESSES**

| 10833 02 | Simulation of the atmospheric transfer of solar radiation in the visible spectral region [10833-6] |
| 10833 03 | Time-resolved Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and updated system of neutral oxygen (O I) levels [10833-55] |
| 10833 04 | Interaction potential of H$_2$O molecules and water layer adsorbed on surface of aerogel nanopores [10833-68] |
| 10833 05 | Chemical kinetics equations describing water complex formations [10833-110] |
| 10833 06 | On estimation of the local line contribution in IR spectra of H$_2$O and CO$_2$ [10833-124] |
| 10833 07 | Interpretation of the water vapour continuum absorption spectra in 0.94 and 1.13 micron bands taking into account the contribution from intermediate line wings [10833-131] |
| 10833 08 | Radiative effect of different aerosol types in clear sky conditions according to COSMO-Ru model [10833-147] |
| 10833 09 | The $^{12}$CH$_4$ absorption spectra at 296 K and 200 K in the range between 6000 and 9000 cm$^{-1}$ [10833-151] |
| 10833 0A | Systematization of published scientific graphics characterizing the water vapor continuum absorption: 1 publications of 1898–1980 [10833-156] |
| 10833 0B | Systematization of published research plots in spectroscopy of weakly bounded complexes of molecular oxygen and nitrogen [10833-157] |
| 10833 0C | CF$_4$ and (H$_2$O)$_n$ molecular complexes [10833-162] |
| 10833 0D | Critical evaluation of measured rotation-vibration line positions of $^{14}$O$^1$H in the $X^2\Pi$ state using Ritz method [10833-204] |
| 10833 0E | The determination of transmittance, reflectivity, and absorptivity of a cloudy atmosphere with reflection [10833-208] |
Influence of radiation interaction of clouds on fluxes of radiation in the atmosphere

Estimation of carbon dioxide broadening and self-broadening coefficients of SO\textsubscript{2} lines

The VoTe room temperature H\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{18}O line list up to 25000 cm\textsuperscript{-1}

Automated system for control of geodynamic processes

Photosynthetic activity of plankton and assessment of gross primary production from measurements of CO\textsubscript{2} concentration in surface and bottom water of the Lake Baikal coastal zone

Peak intensities of methane Raman bands as a function of pressure

Estimation of contribution of water vapor continuum absorption to radiative balance of the atmosphere in cloudy conditions

Virtual research environment supporting applied meteorology and climatology problem solving

Retrieving the \textsuperscript{13}CO\textsubscript{2}/\textsuperscript{12}CO\textsubscript{2} isotopic ratio from high resolution ground-based FTIR measurement in Tsukuba

Siberian smoke haze over Europe in July 2016

Software complex for information support of computationally difficult tasks

Knowledge base on the parameters of cryolithic zone located in-between rivers Ob' and Enisei

Retrievals of the atmospheric methane content with use of new spectroscopic absorption line parameters

The sources of radioactive contamination in the southeast of the Tomsk region

Raman intensities of nitrogen and oxygen under high pressure

The influence of the accuracy of spectral line parameters of SO\textsubscript{2} and NO\textsubscript{2} in applications of atmospheric remote monitoring

Collection of published plots on water vapor absorption cross sections

Long-range filaments producing upon ultrashort mid-IR laser pulses train filamentation in air: numerical simulations
10833 0X  Coherence of the pseudo-Bessel beams propagating in turbulent atmosphere [10833-1]

10833 0Y  Acoustic and electrical effects in the atmosphere surface layer due to some ionospheric sources [10833-24]

10833 0Z  New approach to assessment of energy of sources of infrasound disturbances in atmosphere [10833-27]

10833 10  Formation the texture features vector using the energy approach [10833-31]

10833 11  Optoelectronic bistatic communication in the UV wavelength range [10833-47]

10833 12  Comparative analysis of key parameters of “photonic nanojets” from axisymmetric nonspherical microparticles [10833-48]

10833 13  Variations of the echo signal of the pulsed coherent Doppler lidar in the turbulent atmosphere [10833-50]

10833 14  Backscatter amplification effect of the mean normalized signal power of coherent lidar in the turbulent atmosphere [10833-51]

10833 15  On the transformation of images of cloud field elements when observing them in the topecentric observer coordinate system [10833-54]

10833 16  Algorithm for reconstruction of the Earth surface reflectance from Modis satellite measurements in a turbid atmosphere [10833-58]

10833 17  Distributions of the mean intensity of the laser beam during passage of the shock waves formed nose fairing ogival-shaped body, in turbulent atmosphere [10833-66]

10833 18  Variations of the height optical turbulence profiles at the Baikal Astrophysical Observatory and the features of its deformations in latitudinal direction [10833-69]

10833 19  Observation of “subpargelium” over the ground source of light [10833-85]

10833 1A  Correction for thermal and turbulent distortions in a multichannel optical system [10833-96]

10833 1B  Statistical estimates of the transfer characteristics, limiting ranges, and information transfer rate by atmospheric optical non-line-of-sight communication channels [10833-100]

10833 1C  Fluctuations of the eikonal of an extraordinary wave reflected from the inhomogeneous ionospheric plasma [10833-103]

10833 1D  Estimation of regular refraction and simultaneous broadening of laser beam in the atmospheric boundary layer [10833-117]

10833 1E  Coherence radius of laser beam in the atmospheric boundary layer [10833-118]

10833 1F  Multipurpose television system of operational aid to navigation in coastal zone under low-visibility conditions [10833-128]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1G</td>
<td>Behavior of the backscattering intensity enhancement factor of vortex laser beams propagated in a turbulent atmosphere and reflected from a diffuse target</td>
<td>[10833-133]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1H</td>
<td>Simulation of polarized radiative transfer in the atmosphere with spatially inhomogeneous cloudiness using CUDA parallel programming technology</td>
<td>[10833-152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1I</td>
<td>Features of the angle-selective photoinduced light scattering indicatrix formation in LiNbO₃:Rh crystals</td>
<td>[10833-153]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1J</td>
<td>Detection of an optical vortex topological charge and coordinates</td>
<td>[10833-154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>Variations of natural electric potentials in Yakutsk and their communication with perturbations of the magnetic field</td>
<td>[10833-158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1L</td>
<td>Determination of the coefficient of wind shift of bullets from disordered samples of hit points coordinates</td>
<td>[10833-159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M</td>
<td>A study of the spatial distribution of pulsation on discrete frequencies of the tones in the field of turbulent decay of supersonic jet of laser transillumination data</td>
<td>[10833-159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N</td>
<td>Cloud characteristics and cloud radiative effects according to COSMO mesoscale model and measurements</td>
<td>[10833-163]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1O</td>
<td>The mean power amplification of backscatter radiation by plane mirror at the strong optical turbulence regime</td>
<td>[10833-159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>Development of a model of atmospheric turbulence at Baikal Astrophysical Observatory site of the Large Solar Vacuum Telescope</td>
<td>[10833-167]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Q</td>
<td>The echo signal level of a coherent Doppler lidar with allowance for scanning by a probing beam</td>
<td>[10833-172]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1R</td>
<td>Testing method of large-sized convex optical surfaces</td>
<td>[10833-173]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1S</td>
<td>Nonresonance mechanisms of optical nonlinearity of aerosols</td>
<td>[10833-183]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T</td>
<td>Dufour effect in the nanosuspension in a light field</td>
<td>[10833-186]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1U</td>
<td>Self-focusing of the radiation in a nanosuspension</td>
<td>[10833-190]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1V</td>
<td>Vertical distribution of wind speed at Baikal Astrophysical Observatory</td>
<td>[10833-194]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1W</td>
<td>Dynamics of mid-IR light bullets</td>
<td>[10833-196]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1X</td>
<td>Effect of optical turbulence on the saturation level of radiation fluctuations of a narrow divergent laser beam in the surface atmosphere at snowfalls in non-point receiver</td>
<td>[10833-203]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Y</td>
<td>Stochastic simulation of peculiarities of laser pulse propagation in clouds and water media</td>
<td>[10833-207]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analysis of the polarization characteristics of the Schumann resonances from the data of long-term measurements in Tomsk [10833-214]

Estimation of local thunderstorms at the level of extremely low-frequency electromagnetic background in Tomsk [10833-220]

Attenuation of microwave radiation at millimeter waves in supercooled water of atmospheric aerosols [10833-221]

On the Monte Carlo based algorithm for the estimation of bidirectional angular characteristics of polarized radiation [10833-222]

Monte-Carlo algorithms for defining the components of the aerosol scattering matrix [10833-223]

Cloud droplet size distribution reconstruction by the phase function [10833-228]

Modeling of particle density in plasma filament formed by femtosecond laser pulse in air [10833-234]

Effective algorithms of statistical simulation with additional branching for solving the problems of the theory of radiation transfer [10833-239]

The interannual variability of suspended matter concentration in the North-Western part of the Black Sea [10833-240]

The turbulence formation in the observatories of the South Siberia and the North Caucasus [10833-243]

Criteria for selection of laser wavelengths for remote analysis of gas media [10833-258]

Dispersion of surface plasmon-polaritons in active planar structures of metal nanocomposites [10833-261]

Influence of concentration and heating of gold, platinum, and silver nanoparticles on the thresholds of non-resonant generation in heterogeneous planar active media [10833-263]

Results of numerical testing of algorithms for centering of focal spots in a Shack-Hartmann wave front sensor [10833-277]

Reconstruction of the wave front and measurement of the speed of cross-wind transport of turbulent distortions of optical radiation by not fully defined Shack-Hartmann pattern [10833-279]

Measurement of wavefront by sensors of Hartmann type with multilens rasters [10833-281]

Measuring methods of arrival angles of the laser radiation in the system of adaptive optics [10833-282]

Testing of the algorithm for correction of satellite images of the Earth's surface in the visible and near IR ranges with allowance for polarization [10833-284]
Deflector for correction of tilts angles of wave front

Completely conservative numerical scheme for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation

Influence of the phase front of the fs-pulse on the characteristics of the multiple filamentation

The emission spectra in a femtosecond plasma of aerosols

Using the Shack-Hartmann sensor for imitation of thermal aberrations and controlling the operation of an adaptive system

The transport equation in a turbulent weakly nonlinear medium and the methods numerical solution

Adaptive stabilization and imaging system on the Baikal Large Solar Vacuum telescope

Chaos and order of the wave beams positional parameters at the output of long atmospheric path

Cohen class time-frequency mapping in the analysis of the non-stationary parameters of a wave gaussian beam at the atmospheric path output

Angular displacements of laser beams propagating through a flooded supersonic jet

"The first light" for the system of inputting the elements of AO into the optical path of LSVT

Estimation of the crosswind along surface paths from a video sequence of distant objects: comparison with contact measurements

Verification of the passive optical meter of crosswind and turbulence in atmospheric experiments

Distribution of field amplitude fluctuations at the larger than unit relative variance of intensity fluctuations

Optimization of the lidar parameters for atmospheric turbulence study

Lidar “BSE-4” for the atmospheric turbulence measurements

Software for phase functions fast computation and optical phenomena visualization in water-drop atmospheric clouds

Reduction of data processing error of heterogeneous system laser sensing

Correlation of the laser intensity fluctuations for two linked FSO communication systems
Random wandering of Airy axisymmetric laser beam propagating through the turbulent atmosphere [10833-392]

Digital holography in hydrobiological research [10833-396]

Evaluation of the possibility of using remote methods for the classification of water sources for specific electrical conductivity [10833-401]

OPTICAL INVESTIGATION OF ATMOSPHERE AND OCEAN

Properties of aerosol and cloud from Raman-mie lidar and Radar soundings (Invited Paper) [10833-387]

Influence of continents on spatial distribution of aerosol characteristics in the southern part of the World Ocean [10833-8]

Experimental prototype of mobile (airborne) lidar [10833-9]

The estimation of optical radiation influence on human pulse waves [10833-10]

Seasonal and interannual variations of aerosol characteristics in the Arctic settlement Barentsburg (Spitsbergen archipelago, 2011-2017) [10833-11]

Features of spatial distribution of aerosol characteristics over Arctic seas [10833-12]

Chemical composition, microphysical and optical properties of aerosol in the atmosphere of the arid territories of Mongolia [10833-15]

Average aerosol characteristics in three sectors of the Southern Ocean and the effect of Antarctic islands [10833-16]

Experimental study of fluorescence spectra of oil pollutions on the terrain surface excited at 355 nm [10833-17]

Lidar technique for the simultaneous determination of meteorological and optical parameters of the atmosphere using the vibrational-rotational and pure rotational Raman spectra [10833-18]

Raman lidar for measuring the temperature of the stratosphere [10833-19]

Part Two

Software for numerical simulation of multicomponent gas analysis of the atmosphere [10833-21]

Seasonal variation of the diurnal behavior of aureole scattering phase function at the aerosol monitoring station of LOA IAO SB RAS [10833-36]
10833 3H Evaluation of emissions of atmospheric trace gases from remote sensing and local observations at the St. Petersburg site: anthropogenic emissions and wildfires [10833-39]

10833 3I Vertical light attenuation in the northwestern shelf of the Black Sea in the spring period: direct measurements, modeling, and satellite data [10833-45]

10833 3J Seasonal variability and inter-annual anomalies of hydrooptical characteristics, chlorophyll “a” concentration, and temperature on the Black Sea surface in 2017 [10833-46]

10833 3K Lidar studies of the upper cloud boundary altitude [10833-49]

10833 3L Monitoring of aerosol inhomogeneities parameters in atmosphere at 355 nm [10833-57]

10833 3M A complex experiment of measuring the average power of lidar echoes in a turbulent atmosphere [10833-59]

10833 3N The ratio of submicrometer and coarse particles in the aerosol size distribution under smoke and background conditions [10833-60]

10833 3O Complex optical experiment with use of remote and local control of atmospheric parameters [10833-61]

10833 3P Thermally induced polarization distortions of contrast ratio for strobing the lidar signal by an electro-optical shutter [10833-62]

10833 3Q Laser reflection method applicability for vegetation monitoring at eye-safe sensing wavelengths [10833-63]

10833 3R Atmosphere halogen oxides concentration retrieving by differential optical spectroscopy in the UV region of the spectrum [10833-64]

10833 3S Influence of the optically active layer on the standard satellite product – diffuse light attenuation coefficient: simulation [10833-70]

10833 3T Multiyear research of atmospheric deposition: case study at the Listvyanka monitoring station (Southern Pribaikalye, Russia) [10833-73]

10833 3U Variations of temperature regime of the atmospheric boundary layer in regions with various orography [10833-74]

10833 3V Hydro-optical structure of the Black Sea active water layer in the spring-summer period of 2017 [10833-75]

10833 3W Formation peculiarities of total suspended and dissolved organic matter fields structure in the northwestern part of the Black Sea according to data of hydrooptical observations [10833-76]

10833 3X Influence of the direction of sound propagation along vertical atmospheric paths on the acoustic signal characteristics [10833-82]

10833 3Y Dynamics of turbulence kinetic energy from minisodar measurements [10833-84]
10833 3Z  Adjustment of the vertical distribution of gas content in the air on the outgoing radiation of the atmosphere [10833-86]

10833 40  Results of observations of meteorological parameters pulsations in the surface layer [10833-87]

10833 41  Formation peculiarities of natural and pollutant substances' fields structure in Balaklava bay (Sevastopol) according to hydrooptic observations data [10833-88]

10833 42  Comparison of atmospheric aerosol optical depths measured with different sun photometers in three regions of Splitsbergen Archipelago [10833-90]

10833 43  Estimate of methane-capacity of aerogel samples of different compositions [10833-93]

10833 44  Interannual variability of average effective aerosol concentration fields in the Far Eastern region [10833-95]

10833 45  Robust nonparametric estimations of the wind velocity functionals from minisodar measurements [10833-99]

10833 46  Appearance of the corner reflection effect in cirrus clouds for off-zenith lidar profiling [10833-104]

10833 47  Investigations of the crystalline particle orientation in high-level clouds with a scanning lidar [10833-106]

10833 48  Study of aerosol in near-surface layer of the marine and coastal atmosphere by the methods of microphysical and optical measurements, analysis, and simulation [10833-121]

10833 49  Aerosol model MaexPro in the problems related to spectral transparency of the coastal atmosphere [10833-122]

10833 4A  Attenuation of optical radiation as a function of particle size spectrum [10833-123]

10833 4B  AVHRR-based regional algorithms for retrieving water clarity in Lake Baikal [10833-125]

10833 4C  Anomalous vertical distribution of stratospheric aerosol layer over Tomsk in December 2017–January 2018 [10833-126]

10833 4D  Aerosol disturbances of the stratosphere over Tomsk in 2017 according to data of Lidar observations [10833-127]

10833 4E  Spectral bands selection for LIF oil contamination detection on the terrestrial surface on the basis of Jeffreyys-Matusita distance [10833-129]

10833 4F  Analysis of Black Carbon fraction and aerosol scattering coefficient in smokes of remote forest fires and winter urban smogs [10833-130]

10833 4G  Remote sensing and modeling of the evolution of suspended matter in the Sea of Azov [10833-134]

10833 4H  Filtering algorithm of the optical rain gauge data and results of the algorithm usage [10833-136]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4I</td>
<td>Dust load in vicinity of boiler-house plants fired with different fuels: case study in Tomsk Oblast</td>
<td>10833-137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4J</td>
<td>Characteristic geometric features of the sun glint on the sea surface for satellite optical measurements</td>
<td>10833-138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>Optical study of the structure of turbulent flame</td>
<td>10833-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4L</td>
<td>Adaptive robust nonparametric estimations of the first four moments of wind velocity components from minisodar measurements</td>
<td>10833-155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M</td>
<td>Variations of atmospheric aerosol optical depth in the Tunka valley during 2004-2017</td>
<td>10833-161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4N</td>
<td>Annual behavior of Angstrom exponent of the aerosol absorption coefficients in the visible wavelength range upon the results of measurements at the aerosol station of IAO SB RAS</td>
<td>10833-166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4O</td>
<td>Backscattering by hexagonal ice crystals with large distortion angles</td>
<td>10833-171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4P</td>
<td>Backscattering matrices calculation for atmospheric ice crystals within the physical optics approximation with absorption effect</td>
<td>10833-174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q</td>
<td>Cuvette-thermostat for creation of uniform distribution of vapor concentration of high-energy materials</td>
<td>10833-176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4R</td>
<td>Decreased ozone content over Western Siberia and Tomsk in winter 2017-2018 according to lidar measurements and Aura OMI/MLS data</td>
<td>10833-177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4S</td>
<td>Increasing the efficiency of the laser fragmentation/laser-induced fluorescence method for the detection of vapors of high-energy materials</td>
<td>10833-180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T</td>
<td>Urban and regional classes of aerosol taking Beijing and Moscow as examples</td>
<td>10833-184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4U</td>
<td>Nonlinear optical methods for diagnostics of liquid mixtures</td>
<td>10833-185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4V</td>
<td>Fiber optical method of nanoparticles diagnostics in liquid</td>
<td>10833-188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4W</td>
<td>Studing the effect of low-amplitude pressure fluctuations on the field of temperatures in flame using thermography</td>
<td>10833-197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4X</td>
<td>Multiwave high spectral resolution lidar for studying Asian dust</td>
<td>10833-198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Y</td>
<td>Evaluation of the complete evaporation time for two interacting atmospheric aerosol drops by operator methods</td>
<td>10833-201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Z</td>
<td>Reconstruction of particle size distribution and refractive index using agglomerated debris particles from sky polarization measurements</td>
<td>10833-205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Variations of microphysical and optical characteristics of atmospheric aerosol in transition zone "land-ocean" based on data of lidar sensing [10833-206]

Estimation of the contribution of coarse aerosol into extinction of radiation in the wavelength range 0.45 – 3.9 mkm [10833-210]

Lidar system for ozone sensing in the upper troposphere – stratosphere [10833-211]

Effectiveness of the MFAS method for retrieval of height profiles of speed and direction of the wind from measurements by a Windcube 200s lidar [10833-216]

Scattering matrixes of hexagonal ice crystals of cirrus clouds calculated for problems of radiation balance [10833-217]

Detection of short waves by the images of the two all-sky cameras [10833-218]

Studying the resistance to fire of wood under the different type of thermal impact while forest fires [10833-219]

Spatiotemporal visualization of wind turbulence from measurements by a Windcube 200s lidar in the atmospheric boundary layer [10833-229]

Retrieval of the vertical distribution of aerosol microphysical characteristics from lidar measurements in Tomsk [10833-230]

About algorithms for calculation of the structural characteristic of temperature fluctuations in acoustic meteorological systems [10833-233]

Lidar investigation of wind turbulence on the coastal zone of Lake Baikal at presence of a low-level jet in the atmosphere [10833-238]

Typical shapes of atmospheric ice crystals in the surface layer of the atmosphere from microscopic observation in 2017-2018 [10833-237]

Hardware-software complex for studying the spatiotemporal structure of the fields of turbulent fluctuations of temperature and wind [10833-241]

Multisensor oriented pyranometer [10833-244]

Absorbing aerosol effect on the diffuse attenuation coefficient for downwelling irradiance at 490 nm indicator recovery quality on the northwestern shelf of the Black Sea [10833-246]

Concentration of biogenic elements, fluorescent characteristics, and direction of CO2 fluxes over the water area of Lake Baikal in the spring periods of 2016 and 2017 [10833-251]

Assessment of the spatial distribution of the direction of greenhouse gas fluxes at the Krasnoyarsk water reservoir in the warm season of 2017 [10833-252]

Study of carbonaceous gases fluxes at the Irkutsk water reservoir in the warm season [10833-256]
| 10833 5I | Monitoring cirrus clouds over Tomsk and measurements of solar radiation in the atmospheric surface layer (Invited Paper) | 10833-259 |
| 10833 5J | Optical characteristics of contrails according to polarization lidar sensing data | 10833-260 |
| 10833 5K | Identification of the marine aerosol by the CALIPSO radiometer over the Black Sea for 2017 | 10833-262 |
| 10833 5L | Diurnal behavior of aerosol hygro- and thermodoptical parameters in the atmosphere of Tomsk region | 10833-270 |
| 10833 5M | Lidar observations of the regional transport and formation of aerosol fields in the background and urban areas | 10833-271 |
| 10833 5N | Correlation of statistical characteristics of ensembles of the droplet clouds particles and polarization characteristics of lidar return | 10833-272 |
| 10833 5O | Effect of the polarization state of sensing radiation on the extinction of water-milk suspension | 10833-275 |
| 10833 5P | Determination of the set of optical-meteorological parameters from satellite data in algorithms of atmospheric correction | 10833-276 |
| 10833 5Q | Air quality biomonitoring with epiphytic lichens and mosses | 10833-278 |
| 10833 5R | Research of radiation extinction coefficient due to midges in the ground layer of the atmosphere for Autumn conditions of Western Siberia | 10833-285 |
| 10833 5S | Comparison of spatial distribution and seasonal variation of the bioluminescence and chlorophyll-a concentration fields in the northern part of the Black Sea | 10833-286 |
| 10833 5T | Ground-based spectrographs for measurement of rotational temperature OH (3-1) installed at a meridional network in Yakutia | 10833-287 |
| 10833 5U | Numerical study of extinction matrix in cirrus clouds | 10833-289 |
| 10833 5V | Hardware programming implementation of obtaining meteorological data and data of geopositioning based on microcontroller ATmega for application in LIDAR measurements | 10833-298 |
| 10833 5W | Using the data bank of backscattering matrices of IAO SB RAS for interpreting the data of the high-altitude polarization lidar of TSU | 10833-299 |
| 10833 5X | Characteristics of suspended matter scattering in the Black Sea waters obtained from the light beam attenuation measurements in summer and autumn of 2016 | 10833-300 |
| 10833 5Y | Retrieval of microstructure of the near-surface aerosol in the summer period from measurements of horizontal transmittance of the atmosphere in Tomsk | 10833-301 |
| 10833 5Z | Relations between the aerosol condensation activity and its microstructure in nano- and micrometer particle size range | 10833-305 |
10833 60 Reflectance model for satellite monitoring of bio-optical characteristics of Gorky reservoir waters [10833-309]

10833 61 The structure of Stokes vector of double scattering lidar return by clouds [10833-312]

10833 62 Investigation of optical surface fouling in natural marine environment [10833-320]
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